LRC 100A/200A
The most common computer software base image located on computers throughout the library.
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LRC 100A/200A – ADA (100A037 & 200A001)
One machine on each floor of the library with the base image and added for services related to the Americans with Disabilities Act:
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Jaws
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LRC 100A/200A – DVD Playback (100A017-024)
Base image machines directly in front of the reference desk which include software DVD playback:
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CyberLink PowerDVD

LRC 200A – Microfiche Scanning (200A008-009)
Base image machines which include Microfiche related software and drivers:
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eImageData PowerScan 2000 3.325b
MicroFiche Scanner drivers
LRC 100B
Machines located on first floor behind the library reference desk nearest the reference books. These machines match the “ATC Development” computer software image, sometimes referred to as the “Adobe Image.” Includes:

Adobe CC 2018 Suite
Visual Studio Enterprise 2017
Eclipse
FileZilla 3.33.0
Notepad++ 7.5.8
Putty 0.70
JetBrains Php Storm
JetBrains RubyMine
JetBrains Web Storm
Microsoft Visio 2016
Respondus Lockdown Browser – Lab Edition
Minitab 18
Maple 2018
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Adobe Digital Editions 4.5.4
VMware Workstation 14.1.1
MySQL Workbench 6.3 CE & MySQL Server 5.7
Cisco Packet Tracer 7.1.1